ASSOCIATION OF CHILDREN’S MUSEUMS
Sustainability embraces and trumps all other health issues, mostly because the majority of health issues facing children today can be traced back to the
degradation of our environment and to our fast-paced, unsustainable lifestyles. While we’re treating the illnesses, we should also tackle the root cause.
Obesity, asthma, childhood cancers, diabetes, ADD, which are all on the rise, have profound links to the environment.
As such, sustainability should be at the very core of our operating practices and our institutional health initiatives.
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tution, a field and a community. Sharon Klotz, Director
of Exhibits at Brooklyn Children’s Museum (BCM), takes
The leaders in the our field’s sustainable design moveyou on a whirlwind tour of the process and decision makment are stretching Seuss and Leopold’s hopeful vision in
ing strategies that were employed by BCM as they’ve uninventive and thoughtful ways, taking it upon themselves
dertaken New York City’s first green museum. In her arto make sweeping changes within their organizations, upticle, “Growing Up Green,” Sharon highlights green feaholding high ethical standards to create healthier futures
tures of Brooklyn’s new building and exhibits and examfor children of all species. With a deep respect and love for
ines how the design team gauged and weighed choices
children at the core of their work, children’s museums,
about sustainability. Neil Gordon’s article “Green Buildalong with nature centers, have already taken the lead
ings, Green Kids” shows how the Boston Children’s Muwithin the larger museum field, and comprise the large
seum is using its green expansion project as a way to do
majority of recent and current sustainable design projects
something larger than simply “greening” the institution.
(Guarinello 2005).
By capturing, treating and reusing storm water on the
This issue of Hand to Hand highlights aspects of these
site, BCM’s project will simultaneously help keep Fort
inspiring green design projects, processes and ideas, and
Point Channel clean, demonstrate stewardship of the ensupplements the www.greenexhibits.org Web site and
vironment, educate kids and teachers about Boston hartoolkit that was developed last year by Madison Children’s
bor, and complement a whole set of community and proMuseum as part of its MetLife Foundation and ACM
grammatic goals.
Promising Practice Replication Award
Jane Werner, executive director
for sustainable design. The Web site,
of the Children’s Museum of Pittsan online resource guide for museums
burgh, gives you an overview of
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interested in starting sustainable dewhat it’s like to keep the momencomposting bin in the staff
sign projects, includes a compendium
tum up once the doors to a green
kitchen, switching to no-VOC
of work by children’s museums in the
building are open, with practical
field to date, a host of information
tips regarding ongoing sustainability
(volatile organic chemicals) paint,
about getting started and a compreefforts. Her article discusses cleanor undertaking a fifty million
hensive index of where to find altering, community programs related to
dollar capital campaign for a
native building supplies. The Web site
green initiatives, community partgreen building, it is the
was developed with a sense of comnerships and incentives for employmunity in mind, and we welcome
ees, and it discusses the sometimes
intention that matters most.
your contributions. If you haven’t
difficult trade-offs that need to be
Sustainability isn’t about getting
taken a look yet, the resources and
made regarding sustainability. Dave
it all right. It’s about starting—
links you find will help you get started
Judy of Kohl Children’s Museum of
on greening your museum, with
Greater Chicago lays bare the chaldoing something.
projects large and small.
lenges of calling attention to green
While the vast majority of curprocesses in a building where many
rent green projects around the counof the green features are virtually untry involve new construction or buildseen.
ing renovation, there are many othIn separate Case Studies, we’ll
ers that focus on green exhibit design
see highlights of new sustainable
and construction, tackling indoor air
design projects from four children’s
quality, forging partnerships with
museums around the country, ingreen organizations, instituting green
cluding Children’s Discovery Muincentives for employees, working
seum, in Normal, Illinois, which
with the local community to tackle
just opened as our country’s first
environmental and social problems
LEED certified and silver-rated
and creating more green space as part
children’s museum. Other impresof their mission. Whether it’s startsive new green building case studing a worm/composting bin in the
ies include Strong Museum in
staff kitchen, switching to no-VOC
Rochester, New York; Discovery
(volatile organic chemicals) paint, or undertaking a fifty
Center Museum of Rockford, Illinois; and the
million dollar capital campaign for a green building, it is
Shenandoah Valley Discovery Museum in Winchester,
the intention that matters most. Sustainability isn’t about
Virginia.
getting it all right. It’s about starting—doing something.
As all of these projects will demonstrate,
The children’s museums you’ll read about in this issustainability can be a rallying force within an organizasue all have one thing in common: they are all taking a
tion, and working locally will only enhance the
strategically “local” approach to ecological design, using
community’s commitment.
local resources, local materials and local knowledge to supI’m beginning to think that maybe “local” is really
port their museums and communities. This isn’t to say
the next logical progression, the next mantra for our field.
that everything is being built from scratch in museums’
It supports the town square concept, but pushes it furbasements or that museums should disconnect from larger
ther in this age of importation. As the effects of globalsupport systems, but that by working locally, they’re shortization are eventually understood, socially, environmenening supply lines, a key ingredient to being sustainable.
tally and economically, maybe self-reliance, the idea of
At Madison Children’s Museum, we are taking steps
blooming where you’re planted, and working within our
in our current building and practices, while we work on
bioregions will be the truffula seed that sticks.
our green expansion project. which will open in four years.
Aside from continuing and expanding our green design
Brenda Baker has overseen Madison Children’s Museum’s
and fabrication practices, we’ve offered a discussion course
exhibit department for the past sixteen years. She’s an avid
for employees and community members called “Healthy
bicycle commuter and athlete, artist, environmentalist and
Children, Healthy Planet.” The museum has also joined
mother of two young boys. When she’s not tending to one of
Community Car, a member-based car sharing program,
those occupations, she pulls weeds in her family’s overgrown
so staff members can bike to work and still have access to
garden or works on remodeling their 120-year-old house
a vehicle when needed. We’ve continued updating
with reclaimed building materials, including a former
www.greenexhibits.org, and actively solicited local contrachigh school basketball floor in the kitchen.
tors, arming them with our ecological requirements, so
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Our Greening Field

All of the articles that appear in this issue of Hand to Hand
will be available as downloadable pdf ’s at www.greenexhibits.org after InterActivity.

